DevOps

At Dataprise, we help organizations build a diverse array of software solutions to improve and enhance
their business. Whether embarking on a new business solution or optimizing existing systems, our
award-winning DevOps team offers the knowledge, qualifications, and experience to help. Comprised
of veteran developers and systems administrators, our team offers deep institutional knowledge of
established solutions such as SharePoint and Power BI, as well as growing expertise in more recent
innovations in the software landscape. Additionally, we leverage proven, repeatable methodologies
based on Project Management Institute (PMI) and ITIL® standards to deliver consistently high-quality
results. We apply this methodology and expertise in the following core areas:
COLLABORATION AND CONTENT

ANALYTICS AND AUTOMATION

In an increasingly digital world, effective collaboration

Business intelligence (BI) plays a critical role in all
aspects of business decision making. We specialize in
helping organizations create streamlined, informative
solutions that enable them to gain insight into their
data, use that insight to drive intelligent business
processes, and automate those processes for
consistent high-quality results.

and communication tools are essential to all
organizations. Let our team of experts help you
design, build, and implement unique solutions
which empower your users to better store, share,
and collaborate on documents while simplifying
your business processes.

Within these two core capabilities, our key service offerings include:

• SharePoint – Empower your employees to easily store and share content and information through high-quality
intranet, collaboration, automation, external communication, and BI.
• OneDrive – Efficiently store, edit, and manage both individual and shared content from anywhere via Microsoft’s 		
cloud-based file storage platform.
• Teams – Facilitate seamless, real-time communication and teamwork within your organization with integrated instant 		
messaging, document sharing, and video and voice conferencing.
• Power Platform – Maximize the value you receive from your data through integrated and targeted implementation of
Power BI, PowerApps, and Power Automate to drive greater insight into your business and benefit from dynamic
process enhancements.
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